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Introduction
This initiative focuses on co-developing and disseminating 
the incremental knowledge, strategies, and systems 
needed by businesses in the banking and financial 
sector to facilitate Indigenous recruitment to and retention 
in their respective workplaces.

Indigenous Works and the Canadian Human Rights 
Commission have partnered together and invite you to 
join us by signing the Charter at the end of this document 
to indicate your interest in participating in each of the 
following three Indigenous employment-related program 
streams that form part of this initiative: (i) Dialogues; 
(ii) Research, and; (iii) Systems Pilots.

Last year the Canadian Human Rights Commission did 
a horizontal audit of the banking and financial sector. In 
June 2020 it released a public document which reported

on what it learned. Indigenous Works has also been 
working with companies in this sector that want to 
improve their Indigenous employment and workplace 
strategies and systems.

The Canadian Human Rights Commission and Indigenous 
Works agree that there are many issues which are 
impeding Indigenous employment successes in this 
sector. To illustrate, with just over 2,700 Indigenous 
people currently employed in the banking sector this 
represents a shortfall of approximately 3,650 Indigenous 
workers, just to achieve minimum representation levels. 
The size of the gap and limited past progress suggests 
that some new approaches and practices are needed. 
This initiative will convene companies and organizations 
working in the sector to address these issues.

Indigenous Works and the Canadian Human Rights Commission have 
partnered on a new initiative ‘Innovation in Indigenous Employment and 
Workplace Inclusion Strategies in the Canadian Banking and 
Financial Sector’.
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Program Streams

Dialogues about Indigenous employment in 
the banking and financial sector.

Research focused on gaining better information 
about Indigenous employment in the banking 
and financial sector

Pilots focused on testing systems which 
improve Indigenous employment results in 
the banking and financial sector.

Join us in 2021-2022 as we build more opportunities for Indigenous employment through 
these three program streams.
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Dialogue
The Charter partners who sign up to this program 
stream will commit to taking part in up to three 
Dialogues to talk through issues and opportunities they 
face in efforts to improve their Indigenous employment 
results. Three themes have been developed.

(i) Dialogue 1- Collaborative Efforts to Grow the 
Talent Pipeline.
How can companies in the banking and inancial 
sector work together to develop a stronger pool of 
Indigenous talent with the skills and motivations to 
succeed in the sector?

(ii) Dialogue 2 - Mapping BIPOC Employment 
Opportunities in the Banking/Financial Sector: 
Knowledge Exchange.
How does the introduction of a uniform employment 
equity policy or program to support Black people, 
Indigenous peoples and People of Colour (BIPOC) 
help advance Indigenous employment specifically? 
Will Indigenous employment matters be better 
served by companies who adopt a program and 
policy framework that includes Indigenous people 
in with other racialized groups? Are there unique 
aspects to Indigenous employment that suggest a 
need for separate and distinct employment strategies?

(iii) Dialogue 3 - Developing a Research Agenda to 
Increase Indigenous Employment in the Banking and 
Finance Sector.
What research is needed by companies in the 
banking and inancial sector to provide stronger 
insights into the issues that are constraining 
Indigenous employment successes? How would 
better research lead to a new generation of 
Indigenous employment and workplace strategies?
Indigenous Works will facilitate these Dialogues 
and produce and distribute a report of the proceedings. 
We will invite speakers, guests, and experts to 
provide introductory and closing remarks.
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Research

As a research subject matter, Indigenous employment 
has failed to attract much interest from academics. 
The literature on Indigenous employment is not very 
robust. Yet, the scholarly research that has been done 
offers great insights which can be useful to employers 
as they develop their strategies.
Indigenous Works will complete a comprehensive 
bibliography of the books and scholarly articles written 
to date about Indigenous employment and workplace 
inclusion. In Dialogue 3 we will convene employers 
from the banking and financial sector. We want to hear 
you advance your views and perspectives about the 
areas of research that are most pressing. What new 
knowledge needs to be uncovered and created so that 
Indigenous employment strategies can be re-situated 
on a more informed foundation?

As part of this program stream, we will also be looking 
for opportunities for Indigenous Works to interview 
Indigenous employees to learn what their ideas are for 
stronger Indigenous employment strategies. This 
consultation was recommended by the Canadian 
Human Rights Commission in its horizontal audit of the 
banking and financial sector. These interviews, apart 
from gathering important information and insights, will 
provide an enabling voice for Indigenous employees. 
Through this initiative we hope to get permissions from 
employers to access Indigenous employees or 
Employee Resource Groups to gather those insights. 
The interviews will be aggregated and shared in a 
report which we believe will help identify additional 
research leads as well.
Once we distribute the Charter and receive signatories, 
we will be providing more detailed information about 
the research we intend to undertake through this 
initiative. We will have the benefit of including at least 
two professors to assist us namely Carleton University’s 
Centre for Research on Inclusion at Work (CRIW), and 
Sprott School of Business’ Dr. Merridee Bujaki and 
Lakehead University’s Dr. Camillo Lento. Once the 
research needs of the banking and financial sector are 
identified, Indigenous Works can collaborate with these 
and perhaps other universities to seek funding for this 
research and ultimately grow new strategies for 
Indigenous employment and workplace inclusion.

BACKGROUND AND CHARTER Innovation in Indigenous Employment and Workplace Inclusion  
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Systems Pilots

 

Finally, we will be conducting two pilots in this program 
stream as a way of conducting ‘applied research’. One 
pilot will establish a network to link employers with 
Indigenous talent in communities and in post secondary 
institutions. Could this be a work-around to address 
barriers to these talent pools?
The second pilot will explore the use of a new plat-
form that will enable employers to recruit using skills 
assessments to determine whether this can result in 
better ‘job-fit’.

Leveraging research from the ‘Science of Fit’, Kettera 
has developed software that enables individuals and 
organizations to assess ‘fit’ across six ‘fit’ domains - 
skill fit, team fit, manager fit, organizational culture fit, 
character fit and attitude fit. The results from each fit 
analysis are used to support individuals and businesses 
in making data-based decisions.
Kettera’s software addresses issues associated with 
achieving organizational diversity and inclusion as they 
relate to attracting, training, and retaining talent. Its 
software also supports individuals in finding opportunities 
that fit who they are and what they can do.
In the context of this initiative, Kettera’s systems and 
tools will be utilized to:
. improve Indigenous talent sourcing.
. identify and create linkages between Indigenous 
 students and new graduates to internship and 
 employment opportunities.
. identify skill and knowledge gaps inhibiting 
 Indigenous individuals from acquiring career 
 opportunities and objectives.
. guide Indigenous individuals in developing career 
 and personal growth goals.
• enable Indigenous individuals to find community 
 mentors and skill / learning programs.
. improve alignment and matching between 
 Indigenous community member skills and the skill 
 requirements of employment opportunities.
. implement system approaches to minimize a 
 company’s unconscious bias in recruitment.
  

HR
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Invitation to Join the Initiative as a Charter Member
Signing the Charter

As a Signatory to Indigenous Works’ Charter Agreement on ‘Innovation in Indigenous Employment and Workplace 
Inclusion Strategies in the Canadian banking and financial sector’ you agree to participate in the initiative.
 
I agree to participate as follows:
 
Check the Roles that Best Apply.

• Provide advice, ideas, and information in a timely way.
• Showcase our support and commitment to this Initiative.
• Identify ways of enhancing this Initiative.
• Engage in thoughtful and respectful exchange and pooling of 
 information, ideas, and materials relevant to this Initiative.
• Participate in various governance opportunities for this 
 Initiative including advisory or technical committees.
• Identify Points of Contact and commit to regular attendance 
 at meetings, planning sessions, adhere to timelines, etc.
• Provide a copy of my company’s or organization’s logo for use 
 in communications and marketing about this Initiative.

__________________________________________ ____________________________________        ________________________  
Name and Title Organization            Date

Also, Sign Me Up for any or all 
these three Program Streams.

Virtual 
Dialogues Research

Systems 
Pilots

HR

Check any or all of these three boxes.

Sign, scan and send this page. Add signature blocks or provide names as needed for 
multiple participation from the same organization.
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Your Partners on this Journey

 
Indigenous Works
 
Indigenous Works is a national award-winning 
Indigenous not-for-profit organization that has attained 
ISO 9001 quality management certification. We were 
founded in 1998 as one of the recommendations of the 
1996 Report on the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples with a mandate to increase the engagement 
of Indigenous people in the Canadian economy. 
Indigenous Works is governed by an Indigenous 
Board of Directors with representation from private 
sector, Indigenous economic development corporations 
and independent businesses and organizations. Our 
Indigenous non-profit business is supported by 
organizations that access our memberships, services, 
and products. We leverage public and private sector 
funding to advance research and special projects to 
advance our mandate.

The Canadian Human Rights Commission
 
The Canadian Human Rights Commission (CHRC) is 
Canada’s human rights watchdog. The CHRC works 
for the people of Canada and operates independently 
from the Government. It helps ensure that everyone in 
Canada is treated fairly, no matter who they are, and 
is responsible for representing the public interest and 
holding the Government of Canada to account on 
matters related to human rights.
 

 
The Canadian Human Rights Act gives the Commission 
the authority to research, raise awareness, and speak 
out on any matter related to human rights in Canada. 
The Commission is responsible for administering the 
Act, which protects people in Canada from discrimination 
when based on any of the grounds of discrimination 
such as race, sex and disability.
 
The Accessible Canada Act, the Employment Equity 
Act, and the Pay Equity Act give the Commission the 
authority to work with federally regulated employers to 
ensure they are preventing discrimination and promoting 
inclusion through proactive compliance with these 
laws. This contributes to the elimination of employment 
barriers and wage discrimination in federally regulated 
workplaces for women, Indigenous peoples, people 
with disabilities and racialized groups. Last year the 
CHRC completed a horizontal audit of the Banking and 
Financial industry and in June 2020 it released a public 
document which made available research from its 
Audit, as well as best practices.



Kelly Lendsay
President and CEO                                                                                                      
Klendsay@indigenousworks.ca
1.306.291.0424

Craig Hall
Chief Operating Officer                     
Chall@indigenousworks.ca
1.902.665.2257

Please send a scanned copy of the signature page of your 
Signed Charter to join this initiative: ‘Innovation in Indigenous 
Employment and Workplace Inclusion Strategies in the 
Canadian Banking and Financial Sector’

Send to Indigenous Works’ Banking and Financial Sector Coordinator

Micheline Bélanger
Tel Canadian toll free: 1.866.775.1817
Tel: 819.827.5931
micheline@chelsea-group.net
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